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rI‘his invention relates to agitators for stir 
ring or working materials as, for example, 
the íiuid contents of a processing container, 
and, more particularly, to agitators of the 
variety adapted to have a lieatin or cooling 

- medium circulated therethrough or the pur 
pose of controlling the temperature of the 
material being treated. One object of the 
invention is to ~provide an improved agitator 
of this character having a more practical 
form of construction as regards not only its 
agitating function but also the efficient trans 
fer of heat between it and the material upon 
which it operates. More specifically, it is an 
object of the invention to provide a rotary 
device of the class described having a form 
of construction efficiently adapted to pro 
duce the desired agitation and comprising a 
substantial operating surface or area with 
means for heating all portions thereof uni 
formly during rotation to v accomplish the 
rapid transfer of heat to _or from' the .mate 
rial while agitating the same. A further ob 
ject is to provide in combination with such 
an agitator a construction especially adapted 
for the> application thereto of a protective 
coating of glass or other vitreous material 
for resisting the action of acids and other 
corrosive liquids.v Still a further object is‘to 
provide an agitator embodying the above 
features in a forni of construction and ar 
rangement of parts whichl is practical and 
economical from the standpoint of manufac 
ture and operation. , _ 
To these and other ends the invention re 

sides in certain improvements and combina- 
tions of parts, all as will be hereinafter more 
fully described, the novel features being 
pointed out in the claims at the end of the 
specification. ' ’ 

In the drawings: _ 
Figure 1 is a central sectional view of an 

agitating device embodying the present in 
vention and showing theasame applied _to a 
processing container or tank; 
Figure 2 is a front view of the agitatorl 

proper, and 
Figure 3 is an enlarged sectional view on _ 

the line ¿ia-3“ in/Figure 2. f 
Similar reference numerals throughout 

the several views indicate the same parts. ` 
The preferred embodiment of the inven 

tion herein disclosed by way of illustration 
vof the principles involved, shows the appli 

cation of the saine to an agitator of the 
screw propeller type, but the novel princi 
ples are applicable as well» to agitators in 
radial or other directions, as will more 
clearl appear as the description proceeds.` 
_ Re erring more particularly to the draw 
1ng_there is shown at 5 a vat or tankof the 
variety, for example, commonly employed 
in processing operations requiring agitation 
and control of the temperature of themate 
rial under treatment. The tank wall has an 
opening 6 therein receiving the agitator bear 
ing 7, the axis of which may extend horizon 
tally, or vertically, or in any desired direc 
tion. The bearing has a flange 8 secured to 
the wall of the tank as by means of bolts 9 
with an interposed packing to make a Huid 
tight connection. Rotating in bearing 7 is~ 
an elongated hub sleeve 11 and supported in 
the latter by means presently to be described 
is a concentrically spaced inner sleeve 12 
which with sleeve 11 forms a portion of the ' 
hub of the agitator proper now to be de 
scribed. 
The agitator is in the presentinstance, as, 

stated, of the screw propeller type compris 
ing blades extending outwardly from the 
hub and eiiiciently shaped for producing by 
rotation an agitating circulation of the ma 
terial. The agitator or propeller is of hol 
low .construction and a heating or coolin 
medium is supplied to its interior throug 
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the hub sleeves for controlling the tempera- ' 
ture of the material, for whic purpose it is 
desirable V"that the blades have not only a 
hollow construction but also comparatively 
thin walls to facilitate rapid and eliicient 
transfer of heat.` p -' 

It has been found that the problems in 
volved in the production of an effective agi 
tating shape as well as an efficient heat trans 
ferring body are advantageously solved by 
adopting a sheet metal construction for> the 
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agitator which is easy to manufacture into " 
the desired lshape and at the same time >l'af 
fords the desired ‘hollow ~ construction 
throughout with thin walls for heat trans‘ 
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mission. To this _end they invention com'- ' 
prises the usey of a pair` of sheet metal 
plates 13 and lßl'formin’g, respectively, the’ 
front and rear of the agitator or propeller;v 
These plates are readily cut v‘from ‘sheety 
metal and stamped up to forml a plurality 
of propeller bla/des to which any efficient 
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_ propelling shape may thus easily be applied. 
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The plates are so formed or curved as lto 
bring'their'marginal portions together about 
the peripheries of the blades where the edges 
are soldered, welded or otherwise joined as 
indicated at 15 to form a fluid tight hollow 
body. The walls of the blades inwardly 
from their peripheries and adjacent the cen 
ter or hub of the agitator are spaced apart 
as shown to provide space for the circulation 
1n substantial volume of a heating or cooling 
medium supplied as hereafter described. 
The central portion of plate 14 has an 

opening cut therein, the edges of which are 
fitted to a shoulder 16 of a cone shaped 
member 17' threadedly secured on the end of 
hub sleeve 11. This attachment of the plate 
to the hub sleeve is made fluid tight and it 
will be seen that the interior of the propeller 
and its blades between the spaced plates 13 
and 14 is in communication with the bore 
of hub sleeve l1 around the inner sleeve 12. 
Member 17 abuts the end of bearing 7, there 
by preventing axial movement of th’e pro 
peller in one direction. 

It has furthermore been found advanta 
geous, especially in the use of a liquid or 
condensing fluid such as steam as a tempera 
ture controlling medium, to connect one of 
the fluid passages of the hub with the tips 
of the blades, for discharging the liquid or 
condensate when the agitator is so used as 

' to t'end to collect the same at these points. 
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To .this end the front plate 13> of the propel 
ler 1s preferably constructed with a flat cen 
tral portion 18 to which is soldered, welded 
or otherwise fixed in fluid tight relation, a` 
substantially cup shaped member 19 having 
a central flanged opening 20 the flange of 
which is threadedly engaged with the ex 
tended end of the inner hub sleeve 12. Mem 
ber 19 has fixed in its wall opposite each of 
the propeller blades, one or more tubular 
conductors 21 which extend outwardly in 
the blades and communicate with the inte 
rior space of the latter adjacent their tips. 
It is thus apparent that the conducting 
means or tubes 21 serve to conduct fluid from 
the tips of the blades to the hub passageway 
formed by the bore of the inner sleeve 12. 
Thus one hub passageway communicates 
with the` interior _of the blades adjacent 
their bases at the hub while the other pas 
sagewa communicates with the interior of 
the bla es adjacent their tips. 
The plates from which the agitator is 

constructed may be of a corrosion resisting 
metal or of a suitable metal having an outer 
coatin of glass or other vitreous material 
applic thereto for protecting it against 
corrosive action. The hollow sheet metal 
construction described possesses not only the 
advantage of being readily manufactured in 
a desired shape and of affording an efficient 

t heat transferring body but also ïthe addi 

tional advantage of being especially adapt 
ed for fusing thereon of a vitreous coating, 
by reason of the fact that it is hollow 
throughout with thin walls and a venting 
opening, which features contribute to the 
etñcient fusing thereon of a vitreous coating. 
as well understood in the art. 
The hub passages are provided with con 

ducting connections comprising a bearing 22 
for the opposite end of hub sleeve 11 which 
terminates as shown at 23 intermediate the 
ends of the bearing opening. Screwed into 
the bearing and communicating with its bore 
or opening is a pipe 2l through which fluid 
may be conducted to or from sleeve 11 about 
the inner sleeve 12 and therefore to or from 
the interior of the agitator. The inner 
sleeve 12 extends through bearing 22 and 
into a cup 25 screwed into the end of the 
bearing and serving also as a nut for com 
pressing the packing material 2G about the 
sleeve in a packing chamber in bearing 22. 
Screwed into cup is a pipe 27 communi 
eating through the cup with the interior of 
hub sleeve 12 and thence through the con 
ductors 21 with the tips of the blades. Thus 
as the propeller is rotated, a heating or cool 
ing medium may be supplied continuously 
through pipe 24 to the interior of the pro 
peller at the base of the blades, such medium 
being thus applied to the entire active sur 
face of the agitator to uniformly heat or 
cool it, the medium being returned through 
conductors 21 from the tips of the blades to 
pipe 27. The direction ot circulation may 
also be reversed from that described if so de 
sired. As a matter of fact, where a liquid 
or steam is employed as a medium, it is pre 
ferred to employ pipe 24C and the bore of 
hub sleeve 11 as the inlet passage when the 
propeller is rotated at a high speed for the 
reason that liquid or condensation tends to 
collect at the tips of the blades under the 
action of centrifugal force. The outer ends 
of conductors 21 are thus advantageously 
positioned forv the discharge of the fluid 
after `it has heated the agitator through 
sleeve 12 under the pressure of the fluid 
supplied through sleeve 11. Where the 
speed of rotation is low it is desirable in 
some cases to reverse the direction of ro 
tation so that the liquid to be discharged, 
flowing down the blades as they ascend, is 
collected at the hub and returned through 
the outer sleeve 11. The direction of cir 
culation may also Abe affected by the posi 
tion in which the propeller is arranged in 
use, but in any condition and wherever the 
fluid to 'be discharged may tend to collect, 
its discharge may be efficiently accomplished 
by selection of the direction ot' circulation. 
. The agitator is rotated in the )resent in 
stance by a gear 28 keyed on hu sleeve 11 
adjacent the outer end of bearing 7 which 
is formed with a gland 29 for suitable pack 
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ing material compressed by a nut 30 screwed 
into the end of the bearing and abutting one 
side of gear 28. At the opposite side of the 
gear a collar 31 is fixed to sleeve 11 for hold 
ing the parts in position. Bearing 7 may 
be provided with a grease cup 32 and bear 
ing 22 isl shown as equipped with-a drain 
cock 33. A 

The combined agitating and temperature 
controlling device provided by the present 
invention is particularly advantageous for 

^ use in conjunction with processing contain 
ers for the reason that it not only affords 
efficient _agitating means but also a heater 
located interiorly of the material to be treat 
ed away from the container shell, so that all 
of the heat is transferred directly to the 
material without appreciable loss. At the 
same time the combination of the heater 
with the agitator provides for the transfer 
of heat to the material by a surface moving 
through the material continuously at rela 
tively high speed and thus in rapidly succes 

> sive Contact with all portions of the mate 
rial so that the heating agitator may be 
maintained at the highV temperature which 
is most efficient for the transfer of heat, 
without danger of injuring the material. 
This form of construction provides for uni 
form heating of the entire active surface of 
the agitator and for the efficient removal of 
the circulating medium, so that a condens 
ing medium as steam, for example, may be 
cooled below its condensing point and all of 
its heat transferred to the material. The 
construction furthermore lends itself effi 

l ciently to the fusing of a vitreous coating on 
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the agitator and is otherwise simple, prac 
tical and economical from Va manufacturing 
point of view. 

I claim as my invention: 
l. A rotary agitator comprising a hub 

provided with inlet and'outlet fluid passages, 
a plurality of hollow blades formed from a 
pair of ‘spaced sheet metal plates joined to 

f gether about the periphery of the blades, one 
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of said plates being secured to said hub with 
the interior of the blades in communication 
with _one of said hub passages, and conduct 
ing means communicating with the interior 
of each blade adjacent its tip and with the 
other of said hub passages. , 

2. A rotary agitating and temperature 
controlling device for a container compris 
ing a hub formed by spaced inner and outer 
sleeves concentrically arranged to provide 
inlet _and outlet passages, a plurality of hol 
low blades formed from a pair of spaced, 
sheet metal plates joined together about the 
periphery of- the blades, said plates respec 
tively being secured to said sleeves ̀ with the 
interior of each blade adjacent its base in 
communication with one of said hub pas 
sages, and a conductor in each bladefcom 
municating with the interior of the latter 

adjacent its tip and with the other of said 
passages. ' 

3. In a device of the class described, a _ 
support, a bearing secured thereon, a hol 
low blade having front and rear wall por 
tions, the latter being free to rotate upon the 
bearing, a driving sleeve for the blade rotat 
able within the bearing, and a member ex 
tending within said sleeve and connected 
therewith and with the front wall portion 
of the blade. ` 

4. In a device of the class described, a 
support, a bearing secured upon the support, 
a hollow blade having front and rear walls, 
the latter being rotatably seated upon one 
end of the bearing, a sleeve rotatable within 
the ̀ bearing and operatively connected with 
the blade, and a member extending within 
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the sleeve and connected with the front wall ' 
of the blade. 85 

v 5. In a device of the class described, a , 
support, a bearing secured upon the support, 
a hollow blade having front and rear walls, 
the latter being rotatably seated upon one 
end of the bearing, a sleeve rotatable within 
the bearing and operatively connected with 
the blade, a tube extending within the sleeve 
and connected with the front wall of the 
blade, and a member within the blade adapt 
ed to establish communication between the 
blade and said tube. 

v 6. A rotary agitator comprising a plurali 
ty of hollow blades formed of front and rear 
plates, each plate having’a central hub por 
tion, a tubular member connected with the 
rear hub portion and a second tubular mem 
ber projecting through the first member and 
connected with the front hub portion. 

7. A rotary agitator comprising a plurali 
ty of hollow blades formed of front and rear 
plates, each plate having a central hub» por 
tion, a tubular member connected with the 
rear hub portion, a second tubular member 
extending through the first member and con 
neeted with the front‘hub portion and con' 
duits projecting within the blades from one 
of said tubular members and communicating 
with the latter. 

8. A rotary agitator comprising a plurali 
ty of hollow blades formed of front and 
rear plates, each plate having a central hub 
portion, a tubular member connected with 
the rear hub portion, a hollow member se 
cured upon the front hub portion, a tubular 
member projecting 4through the first men 
tioned tubular member and connected with 
said hollow member and liquid circulating 
conduits extending within the blades and 
having their inner ends connected with said 
hollow member. 

9. In/ combination, a receptacle, a bearing 
connected therewith, a rotary agitator Within 
the receptacle comprising a plurality 0f hol 
lowblades formed of front and rear plates, 
each plate having a central hub portion, a 
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tubular support for the agitator journalled 
in said bearing and having its inner end con 
nected with the hub portion of said rear 
plate, a second tubular member disposed 
within the tubular support and having its 
inner end connected with the hub portion 
of said front plate, means establishing 
communication between the blades of the 
agitator and one of said tubular members, a 
fluid supply pipe leading to one of said tubu 
lar members and a discharge pipe leading 
from the other. 

10. A rotary agitator comprising a plu 
ralÍty of hollow blades formed of front and 
rear plates, inner and outer tubes, the outer‘ 
tube having its inner end connected with 
the rear plate and the inner tube having its 
inner end connected with said front plate 
and conduits extending from said Inner tube 
within the blades and adapted to establfsh 
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communication between the blades and said 
inner tube. 

11. A rotary agitator comprising a tubu 
lar member, a plurality of hollow blades 
formed of front and rear plates, the rear 
plate of wli‘cb. is connected with one end of 
said _tubular member, said blades divergin 
outwardly from said tubular member anil 
havingtheir tips in a transverse plane inter 
secting the axis of the tubular member in 
advance thereof, a second tubular member 
projecting through the first member and 
connected with said front plate in advance 
of the first mentioned tubular member and 
a plurality of separate conduits radiating 
from the second mentioned tubular member 
and havinor their outer ends terminating 
within the blades in advance of said tubular 
members. 

EDGAR B. NICHOLS. 
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